Brimington Manor Infant and Nursery School
Year 1 Topic: Dinosaurs
Summer 1 (April-May 2017)
Wk beg
24th April

Numeracy

Literacy

Add a 1-digit number by counting
on from a 2-digit number, not
crossing 10s at first, then
beginning to cross 10s.

Harry and his bucketful of
Dinosaurs.
Know what fiction and nonfiction texts look like.
Discuss what we like and dislike
about texts.
Focus on handwriting with flicks
ready for joining up!
Guided Reading.
Phonics daily. Spellings
Know an ‘adjective’ is a
describing word.
Ensure children can write
sentences with capital letters,
full-stops and finger spaces.
Handwriting
Guided Reading
Phonics daily spellings
Know a ‘noun’ is a name of a
person, place or object.

Science
Plant parts – We will be looking at seeds and young plants growing over the period of time.
We will discuss why do we need plants? – food, cream, perfume, medicine, wood, paper, pleasure,
clothes etc.
How do plants start growing? – baby > adult seeds>plant
Looking at different seeds.
At home investigate toiletries you use daily which have plant parts in them.
Topic- dinosaur collage, dinosaur singing, looking at google earth and aerial photographs of the
school. Know north, south, east and west. Know artefacts associated with religious festivals.

To be able to re-tell stories in
sequence
To identify and discuss
incidents in stories
To write stories using
familiar settings and
own experiences.

Science- Plant – Examine what plants we eat and which part of the plant we eat.
Look at plants we use for food and decide which part of the plant we eat. (Roots, leaves, stem,
fruit, flower etc.)
At home discuss the plants on your plate at mealtimes,. Which part of the plant are you eating?
If possible taste a variety of foods and decide which part of the plant they are from. Taste:
carrots, crisps, celery, apple, grapes, etc.
Topic- Clay dinosaur fossils, dinosaur singing, locate UK on a map, Know the 5 oceans song. Hear
stories from other religions.

To make sure children
feel confident to write
independently and feel
happy to take risks with
writing.
Handwriting
Guided Reading/phonics.

Science -Plant party
Name parts of a plant.
Root, stem, flower, leaf, etc.
Look carefully in detail at a plant- discuss how the parts of the plant feel.
Topic- dinosaur sculpture – take digital photos, dinosaur singing, know the countries that make
up the UK, Hear stories from other religions.
Fruity Friday- healthy living.

The Dinosaurs Egg text.
Know how to write all the capital
letters correctly.
Handwriting
Guided Reading/phonics.

Science
Can you find out from non-fiction books about different kinds of plants which grow in our
country or plants which grow abroad in hot countries.
Thirsty plants- investigate what happens if plants aren’t watered.
Topic-dinosaur lift the flap book, dinosaur singing, Spot the UK on a globe. Hear stories from
other religions.

Subtract a 1-digit number by
counting back initially from
numbers up to 30 (not crossing
10s) and then generally from a
2-digit number (not crossing 10s)
and from multiples of 10
1st May
Bank
Holiday

8th April

Locate 2-digit numbers on a 100square; begin to recognise 2digit numbers as some 10s and
1s; make 2-digit numbers using
10p and smaller coins.
Find 1 more or 1 less than any
number to 100; find 10 more
than any number to 90; find 10
less than any number to 100.
Find 1 more, 1 less, 10 more, 10
less than any 2-digit number;
explore patterns on the 100square.
Understand place value in 2-digit
numbers and identify 10s and 1s

15th May
Fruity
Friday

22nd May

Use number facts to add and
subtract 1-digit numbers
to/from 2-digit numbers; add
pairs of 1-digit numbers with
totals above 10.
Sort out additions into those you
‘knowʼ and those you need to
work out.
Add three small numbers,
spotting pairs to 10 and doubles.

Topic, P.E and Science

Science- Plants and growing.
Look at how plants start growing.
Discuss how seeds change into plants.
What do seeds need to grow.
Find out at home about plants in and around the home. Indoor plants and outdoor plants. Discuss
if they are grown to be decorative or for a purpose.
Topic- print dinosaur scenery, dinosaur singing, Use our outdoors to look at physical and human
features of the environment, Hear stories from other religions.

